Sub: Inspection, sampling and analysis procedure to be followed in procurement of paddy and acceptance/purchase of rice stocks during Kharif Marketing Season 2022-23.

Ref.: FCI HQrs letter No. : QC 2 (1)/ KMS/ 2021-22/ Policy Dated 21.09.2022

Kindly refer aforesaid instructions/ guidelines on the cited subject. As per point no 21 of the existing instructions issued vide letter under reference, “Dispatch/issue of freshly procured rice stocks should be done only after super check by at least next higher level officer of Divisional office DM/AGM (QC) (or) Region or after one month of storage, whichever is earlier, strictly abiding FIFO Principle”.

The matter has been reviewed in view of various complication regarding blending ratio and level of fortificants and it is decided that “Dispatch/issue of freshly procured rice stocks shall be done only after super check by at least next higher level officer and after three month of acceptance strictly abiding FIFO Principle. In case of extreme exigency regarding issue of freshly procured rice, GM (R) will examine the case in detail and take necessary action on the merit of each case ensuring super check by at least next higher level officer”

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

Signed by Sanjiv Bhasker
Date: 11-07-2023 14:41:19
Reason: Approved
( Sanjiv Bhasker)
General Manager (QC)

Copy to:-
1. Secretary (DFPD), Ministry of CAFPD, New Delhi.
2. All Executive Director (Zone), FCI Zonal offices...for compliance please.
3. All General Manager (Regions), FCI, Regional Office.....for compliance please.
4. All Executive Directors, FCI Headquarters, New Delhi.
5. Director, IFS, Gurugram.
General Manager (QC)